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important discussion. Analogies and models in science cannot protect 
hypotheses from empirical challenge. Does religiously analogical lang
uage offer such protection, rendering theologically sophisticated ut
terance noncognitive? 

Smith's rebuttal is late Wittgensteinian: terms with both sensible 
and transcendent referents are instances of commonplace diversity in 
linguistic usage. However, critics acknowledging this diversity might 
reply: from the premise that a word can have more than one intel
ligible usage, we cannot conclude validly that all usages of any word 
necessarily are intelligible. 

By drawing parallels between the notions of "God" and "self," 
both characterized as "centers of intention," Professor Smith at
tempts to increase the intelligibility of the concept of "God" for an 
age in which attempts at analytic precision threaten a wide and dis
tinguished tradition of ontological verbiage. Fortunately, our absolute 
rejection of ontology is not the only alternative to scholastic absolu
tism. Professor Smith attacks behaviorism, represented superficially. 
Then he transforms his antibehaviorism into an ontological transcen-
dance for selfhood and Godhood. Although his goal is claimed to be 
not the proof of theological doctrines, but merely their elucidation, 
the reader's conversion to Christianity ascends as his dominant ob
jective in his final chapters. The costume of interpreter changes to 
that of missionary. 

GEORGE WILLIAMS. 
BURLINGTON COUNTY COLLEGE. 

Without Guilt And Justice, From Decidophobia To Autonomy. WALTER 

KAUFMANN. New York: Peter H. Wyden, Inc., 1973. Pp. 274. $7.95. 

Let me outline this extraordinary, lucidly written book, comment 
on its significance, and criticize it briefly. Kaufmann advocates "depth 
philosophy . . . that does not rest content with analyses of words or 
concepts but inquires into the concrete human realities behind var
ious philosophical positions." Through it he discovers decidophobia 
or "fear of autonomy," "nameless dread" of "the fateful decisions 
that mold our future." Kaufmann lists, like informal fallacies in a 
logic textbook, ten strategies of decidophobia: (l)religion; (2)drifting, 
in antithetical forms, status quoism and living for the moment; 
(3)allegiance to a movement; (4)allegiance to a school of thought; 
(5)exegetical thinking; (6)Manichaeism; (7)moral rationalism, the 
subtest and most difficult strategy to overcome; (8)pedantry; (9)rid-
ing the wave of the future; (lO)marriage. Both decidophobia and 
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autonomy are illustrated by numerous philosophical, literary, and 
historical examples. Argument and example are interwoven in a bold, 
Nietzschean manner. 

After decidophobia, Kaufmann argues against retributive and 
distributive justice, showing their origin in guilt feelings, then attack
ing these feelings. Justice and guilt block "the road to autonomy," "a 
live option for millions" today, although not unprecedented in the 
past. Kaufmann analyzes the virtues — "humbition" (combining hu
mility and ambition), courage, honesty ("scientific" criticism), and 
love (including social concern) — of "the new integrity," and aliena
tion, simultaneously its condition and consequence. Kaufmann con
cludes with a discussion of Nirvana and creativity as alternatives of 
happiness compatible with autonomous individuality. 

Kaufmann writes for a general as well as philosophical public. 
His arguments mask a missionary zeal; reaching beyond the aca
demic, he reinstates philosophy's human purpose. Thus, he tends to 
avoid detailed exposition of the positions he criticizes, and his criti
cism is often facile and flippant, or at least offhand and shorthand. 
It is his way, if not of burning bridges he has crossed, then of closing 
them for others. His criticism is most stinging against positions he 
himself once endorsed, existentialism and Hegelianism, Freudianism 
and Marxism. He is tolerant of analytic philosophy, although it too is 
transcended, but more by way of example than argument. While 
Kaufmann relentlessly attacks "the existentialist pattern" developing 
from arbitrary subjectivism to exegetical thinking, although acknowl
edging its significance for autonomy, he neglects to formulate "an ana
lytic pattern," although he shows analytic philosophy's development 
from an aggressive, anarchistic, pseudo-objectivist position (G. E. 
Moore) to dogmatism, short on experience and even sloppy, if ritual
istic, in logic (Rawls). Its professional dominance leads him defen
sively to assimilate it and aggressively to dismiss it as the example 
of academic microscopism in philosophy. 

Kaufmann salvages an ethos of autonomy from his philosophical 
commitments, reserving his most cavalier attack for revisionists and 
leftists offering an alternative ethos. Perhaps the book's basic philo
sophical issue is whether Leftists like Marcuse and Sartre made "fate
ful decisions," were autonomous, in becoming what they are. Kauf
mann shows Marcuse's Manichaeism and Sartre's motivation by guilt, 
but he does not show their Leftism as a response to real experience. 

Nonetheless, his ethos of autonomy makes superb sense. Praise 
for this book cannot be too great. While it can be taken as therapy, 
its true methodological point is to remind professional philosophers 
what philosophy is about. Whatever else one might say about Kauf-
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mann's philosophy, it is of ultimate as well as immediate human 
import. It is not another position, but a fruitful attitude, showing 
that philosophy can be pointedly human without losing its intellec
tual quality. 

DONALD B. KUSPIT. 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA, CHAPEL HILL. 

A Short List of Subject Dictionaries of the Sixteenth, Seventeenth, 
and Eigthteenth Centuries as Aids to the History of Ideas. GIORGIO 

TONELLI. (Warburg Institute Surveys, IV). London: the Warburg 
Institute of the University of London, 1971. 
The purpose of this handsomely printed and carefully indexed 

reference list, as indicated in its title, is to aid research in the history 
of ideas, although the author several times suggests that his second
ary aim is to stimulate interest in lexicography and, incidentally, to 
enlist the help of others in completing his own list, gathered, with the 
aid of friends, in his own well-known researches over a period of 15 
years. The value of such a reference work to scholars engaged in the 
intellectual history of the period covered and of earlier times covered 
by the reference works themselves will be apparent. 

In his brief introduction Professor Tonelli sets up eight criteria 
which dictionaries and other reference collections must meet to be 
included. Although the works chosen include encyclopedias which are 
concerned primarily with objective content as well as dictionaries 
aiming at verbal definitions, and among the latter, both general 
works, bilingual dictionaries, and those limited to the terms used in 
special fields, periods, or authors, the criteria which he uses still 
seriously restrict his selections, excluding many works of important 
value for reference but which fail to meet one or more of his criteria. 
Some, but not all, of these are printed in a secondary list (List Two), 
and there is a short List Three of dictionaries, lexicons, glossaries, 
and encyclopedias which Tonelli and his helpers failed to identify 
further or locate in any library searched, and whose value they thus 
were unable to judge. 

The works in List One which have met the criteria, are arranged 
alphabetically by author, briefly annotated with some indication of 
later editions, and of libraries in which they have been found. A fur
ther index rearranges these works according to chronology (by cen
turies) and to the special fields analyzed: general, mathematical, phy
sical, medical, juristic, aesthetic, and theological. 

It is true that some criteria must be set up for inclusion in such 
a list serving a fairly definite purpose, and also that no such criteria 


